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Distributed Media-Aware Rate Allocation
for Video Multicast over Wireless Networks
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Abstract—A unified optimization framework for rate allocation among
multiple video multicast sessions sharing a wireless network is presented.
Our framework applies to delivery of both scalable and non-scalable
video streams. In both cases the optimization objective is to minimize
the total video distortion of all peers without incurring excessive network
utilization. Our system model explicitly accounts for heterogeneity in
wireless link capacities, traffic contention among neighboring links, as
well as different video rate-distortion (RD) characteristics. The proposed
distributed rate allocation scheme leverages cross-layer information
exchange between the MAC and application layers to achieve fast
convergence at the optimal, media-aware allocation.
Performance of the proposed media-aware rate allocation protocol
is compared against a heuristic scheme based on TCP-Friendly Rate
Control (TFRC). In network simulations of standard-definition (SD)
video streaming over single or multiple multicast trees, the proposed
scheme consistently achieves higher overall video quality than the TFRCbased heuristics. When delivering scalable streams, the flexibility of perpeer rate adaptation inside each multicast tree yields a further slight
improvement in overall video quality over multicast of non-scalable
streams.
Index Terms—video multicast, wireless 802.11 networks, scalable video
coding (SVC), distributed rate allocation, cross-layer design

I. I NTRODUCTION
An efficient way for simultaneously serving the same video content
to a group of interested receivers is via multicast delivery. This can
be achieved either at the network layer via IP multicast, or at the
application layer by logical relays [1]. With the advance of wireless
networking technologies, wireless video multicast offers a viable
solution for many applications, e.g., broadband multimedia content
sharing within a residential community.
Rate allocation for video multicast is necessary for accommodating
heterogeneity in receiver capabilities, while avoiding network congestion. In wireless networks, this problem is further complicated by
traffic contention among neighboring links and by heterogeneity in
the link speeds. For instance, in IEEE 802.11 wireless networks with
contention-based Media Access Control (MAC) protocols, packets
of the same size sent over a slow link would occupy the shared
wireless channel for a longer duration than those sent over a fast
link [2]. Moreover, the rate utility varies among video streams
carrying different contents: the impact of the same rate increase on an
action movie sequence may be rather different from that on a headand-shoulder news clip. Therefore, when multiple video multicast
sessions share the same wireless network, it is important for the rate
allocation scheme to account for heterogeneity in both wireless links
and video rate-distortion (RD) characteristics.
Our earlier work has studied a distributed media-aware rate allocation scheme for multi-user video streaming over wireless networks [3]
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[4] [5]. The scheme aims at minimizing the total video distortion
of all participating streams without incurring excessive network
utilization. The optimal solution is achieved in a distributed manner,
by maintaining and exchanging congestion prices locally among
neighboring wireless nodes at the MAC layer while adapting the vide
rate of each stream at the application layer.
In this paper, we propose to extend the same set of design
principles to video multicast over wireless networks. We focus on
application-layer multicast, where pre-encoded video contents can be
shared over wireless networks consisting of static nodes. In addition
to the challenges faced by unicast streaming, rate allocation schemes
for video multicast need to efficiently accommodate peers experiencing heterogeneous link qualities. It is also important to obtain
periodic feedback from children peers for constant update of rate
allocation decisions, while avoiding explosion of acknowledgement
packets across the mutlicast delivery tree.
We address both considerations in our design of a unified rate
allocation optimization framework. In particular, we introduce perhop acknowledgements between each parent and its children, carrying
reports of congestion prices as the main form of feedback. Our
framework also accommodates scenarios of both non-scalable and
scalable video multicast. When delivering non-scalable video streams,
congestion prices are accumulated recursively along each multicast
tree before being sent back to the root peer. When delivering
scalable video streams, congestion prices are accumulated around
the neighborhood of each wireless link to facilitate graceful quality
reduction at intermediate nodes inside each multicast tree. In both
scenarios, each sending (root or relay) peer calculates the optimal
video rate based on both the accumulated congestion price and the
video RD characteristic. The final allocated video rates hence achieve
the minimum total video distortion of all peers in all multicast
sessions, without overloading the network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews
related work in video multicast. Section III presents the wireless
network model and the video rate-distortion model used in our
problem formulations. Sections IV and V explains how to perform
rate allocation for multicast delivery of scalable and non-scalable
video streams, respectively. Section VI compares the performance of
the proposed media-aware rate allocation protocol against a heuristic
scheme base on TCP-Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) in various
network simulation scenarios.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Regardless of whether video multicast is implemented at the
network layer or at the application layer, the system needs to address
the issue of receiver heterogeneity. For a single multicast session,
rate allocation among the receivers is a well-studied optimization
problem [6] [7]. Given non-scalable compressed media streams,
the sender needs to adapt its outgoing video rate to accommodate
the receiver with the lowest bandwidth, as in [8]. Alternatively,
one can extend the single-stream adaptation approach to organize
receivers into separate trees according to their bandwidth types, as
described in the Destination Set Group (DSG) protocol [9]. Given a
scalable representation of the compressed video stream, the approach
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Overview of a wireless video multicast system, where two
video multicast sessions share a wireless network. Each video stream is
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only needed when delivering scalable video streams.

Fig. 1.

of receiver-driven layered multicast (RLM) allows each receiver to
adjust its subscription to video quality layers based on its available
bandwidth [10]. The layered structure of the media stream is also
well suited to dynamic optimization of the unequal error protection
strength among the packets [11] [12] [13].
For rate allocation across different multicast sessions, most solutions typically aim at achieving some level of fairness among video
sessions and TCP flows [14] [15]. The optimization framework in [16]
investigates rate allocation for receivers with general rate utilities over
a general network, without catering to the specific characteristics of
video streams and wireless networks.
Recent studies have tackled the additional challenges arising from
multicast over wireless networks. In [17] and [18], for instance,
the RLM scheme is combined with distributed source coding and
forward error correction (FEC) techniques to achieve better errorresiliency. For more robustness against topological changes in a
wireless network, various multipath routing schemes have been
extended to construction of multiple multicast trees, in order to
leverage the structured redundancy in multiple-description coded
video streams [19] [20] [21]. Studies have also indicated the benefit
of cross-layer design for a single wireless video multicast session,
for instance via joint optimization of power allocation, multicast tree
construction, and rate allocation [22] [23].
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
Figure 1 presents an overview of a wireless video multicast system.
The wireless nodes self-organize into a network and deliver video
streams along application-layer multicast trees. In the following, we
first introduce the wireless network model and video rate-distortion
(RD) model for formulating the multicast rate allocation problem. We
then describe the key components comprising the proposed mediaaware multicast rate allocation protocol.

We assume in this work that transmission errors are effectively
remedied by error control techniques such as adaptive modulation,
channel coding, and retransmissions [24]. Consequently, the wireless
channel exhibits time-varying throughput over each link, with no
residual packet losses observed at the application layer [25] [26]. 1
We define throughput Cl as the maximum achievable data rate over
Link l, when the rest of the networkPis not transmitting. Total traffic
rate over that link is Fl = Fl0 + s:l∈T s Rls , including both the
rate of non-video traffic Fl0 and the allocated rates Rls ’s of all video
sessions traversing that link.
In wireless networks with contention-based MAC protocols such
as IEEE 802.11 [27], nearby links l and l0 typically cannot transmit
at the same time, and are deemed to interfere with each other.
Interference among links is denoted as l ./ l0 , and is reciprocal.
In other words, l0 ./ l if and only if l ./ l0 . For Link li→j , we
define the set of links whose source or destination node is within
transmission range of either Node i or Node j as its interference set
Ll . By definition, l0 ./ l, ∀l0 ∈ Ll .
We define link utilization as the fraction of time during which
each link is active: ul = Fl /Cl . It is obvious that the same traffic
rate incurs higher utilization over a slower link than over a faster
link. Consequently, total utilization within each interference set Ll is
constrained by:
X
ul0 < γ,
ũl =
(1)
l0 ∈Ll

where γ < 1 is an over-provisioning factor. The extra headroom
is needed to absorb various effects not included in our model,
such as random backoff in a CSMA/CA network to resolve traffic
contention over the shared wireless media, or inaccurate estimates of
instantaneous link throughput.
B. Video Rate-Distortion Model
The rate-distortion (RD) tradeoff of each video stream is described
using a parametric model [28]:
Ds (R) =

θs
+ D0s ,
R − R0s

(2)

where the parameters D0s , R0s and θs can be fitted to empirical RD
data points using nonlinear regression techniques. They are updated
for every Group Of Pictures (GOP) in the pre-encoded video stream.
For non-scalable video streams, the video rate over each multicast
tree is constrained to the rate chosen by the root peer: Rls = Rs , ∀s ∈
S. Rate adaptation is achieved by means of bitstream switching
among multiple pre-encoded versions of the video sequence.
For scalable video streams, the video rate can be determined
separately for each peer inside each multicast tree, so long as the rate
of a child does not exceed that of its parent: Rls ≤ Rls0 for l0 ⇒ l.
Rate adaptation can be performed at the root and at each relaying
peer, by means of sending or forwarding subsets of enhancementlayer video packets, a mechanism to be explained in greater detail in
Section V.
IV. R ATE A LLOCATION FOR N ON -S CALABLE S TREAMS

A. Wireless Network Model

A. Optimization Objective

We index each wireless link with l and each video multicast session
with s. The set of all links within a wireless network is denoted as L;
the set of all multicast sessions, S. The application-layer multicast
tree T s for Session s ∈ S consists of all links traversed by that video
stream. Link l succeeds Link l0 in multicast tree T s , l0 ⇒ l, if the
source of Link l is the destination of Link l0 . In Fig. 1, for instance,
Link 5 → 8 succeeds Link 2 → 5 in the first multicast tree.

The goal of multicast rate allocation is to maximize the overall
viewing experience of all participating peers without incurring excessive network utilization. Based on the subjective viewing test results
1 While this assumption is valid for wireless networks with static nodes
in our setting, it may not hold in networks with mobile nodes and frequent
topological changes. We leave the exploration of mobile networks as future
research.

described in [29], we choose to minimize the weighted sum of MSE
distortion of all streams:
P
s s s
s
min
(3)
s∈S w N D (R )
s. t.

s
Rs > Rmin
,
s

R <

s
Rmax
,

ũl < γ,

∀s ∈ S

(4)

∀s ∈ S

(5)

∀l ∈ L.

(6)

In (3), the contribution from Stream s is weighted by both the number
of peers in its multicast tree N s and a user-specified weighting factor
ws .2 Presence of the user-specified weighting factors allows greater
flexibility our scheme to accommodate different user preferences or
priorities. For instance, a preferred user is able to obtain higher
rate and quality for a rather simple video sequence by assigning
a higher weighting factor to its multicast stream. In addition, the
constraints (4) and (5) bound the allocated rate within the range
provided by available encoded bitstreams. The constraint (6) guards
against excessive total utilization within each interference set.
One can easily verify that the optimization in (3) – (6) has a convex
objective function with linear constraints. We only consider the case
when the problem is feasible, and assume that the case where streams
at minimum rates still violate the total channel utilization constraint
is handled separately by some access control mechanism. If all link
states and all video RD parameters were available at a central entity,
the optimal solution could be calculated using standard numerical
techniques such as the interior point method [30]. However, the
overhead in collecting such global information may not scale well
with growing network size or stream density. In practice, therefore,
a distributed solution is preferable.
B. Distributed Solution
We now show how the pricing-based rate control algorithm proposed in [31] can be extended solve the multicast rate allocation problem in (3) - (6). The original optimization objective of maximizing
generic logarithmic utility functions is substituted with minimizing
video-specific parametric RD functions. In addition, the resource
constraints now correspond to total channel utilization within each
interference set, instead of total rate over individual links in a wired
network. The algorithm can be decomposed into the following two
iterative steps.
1) Congestion Price Update: A non-negative congestion price λl
is associated with each interference set Ll . Its value is updated
periodically, according to instantaneous residual rate over Link l:
λl (t) = max[λl (t − τ ) + κ(ũl − γ)Cl , 0].

(7)

In (7), τ indicates the price update interval and κ is a scaling factor
controlling the update step sizes.3 . For λl > 0, the price update
is proportional to instantaneous excess total utilization over Ll and
link throughput Cl . The intuition behind this is that λl increases if
total channel time utilization ũl temporarily exceeds the specified
limit γ in order to induce rate reduction by all streams affecting Ll .
Conversely, as long as ũl is below the target γ, the corresponding
congestion price should keep decreasing to encourage higher rates
from all contributing streams.
2 Note that the the proposed optimization objective tends to allocate lower
rates for streams traversing multiple congested interferences sets, similar as
TCP’s bias against streams experiencing long round-trip-times.
3 It will become clear later in (8)-(9) that the unit of the congestion price λ
should be MSE distortion divided by rate. Consequently, the unit of κ should
be MSE distortion divided by rate squared. From now on, we will denote the
unit of λ with MSE/Mbps, and that of κ with MSE/Mbps2 .
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Fig. 2. The allocated video rate Ropt
is determined by the accumulated
congestion price Λs , by the weight of importance ws , and by the video
RD function Ds (R).

2) Video Rate Update: The rate of each multicast tree is updated
as:

q
s
s
s
s
s
ws N s θs


, Rmin
≤ Ropt
≤ Rmax
Ropt = R0 +
Λs
s
s
s
s
R
=
(8)
,
Rmin
,
Ropt
< Rmin


Rs ,
s
s
R
>
R
max
opt
max
where Ds (R) follows the parametric video RD model (2) and
P
X
0
0
l0 ∈Ll λl Cl
s
.
Λ =
C
l
s

(9)

l∈T

The value of Λs summarizes the congestion contribution of all
wireless links affected by the multicast tree. In the special case where
the multicast tree consists of only a single link l, Λs reduces to λl .
In general, the contribution from
P each link in the multicast tree λl is
inflated by a factor of 1 + l0 6=l,l0 ∈Ll Cl /Cl0 . Note that the value
of Λs can be calculated in a recursive manner, whereby each node
reports to its parent the accumulated congestion price Λsl of its own
subtree:
P
s
 l0 ∈Ll λl0 Cl0 + P
Nls > 0
s
l0 :l ⇒ l0 Λl0 ,
Λl = Pl0 ∈LClλl0 Cl0
.
(10)

l
,
Nls = 0
Cl
Here Nls indicate the number of children receiving Stream s from
the peer receiving over Link l.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the accumulated congestion price Λs determines the slope of the linear term counterbalancing the RD tradeoff.
Intuitively, a higher video rate is encouraged when the accumulated
congestion price Λs is lower. When the network becomes congested,
increase in congestion prices at bottleneck interference sets leads to a
higher accumulated price Λs and subsequently lower allocated video
rates. In addition, the allocated video rate is confined within the range
s
s
of [Rmin
, Rmax
], as dictated by (4) - (5).
The iteration between (7) and (8) naturally constitutes a distributed
algorithm: the congestion price update only requires local observation
of ũl while the video rate update depends only on the end-to-end
accumulated price Λs and the video RD parameters of individual
streams. At each iteration step, the computational complexity for
both congestion price update and video rate update stays constant for
each peer, irrespective of the number of multicast sessions involved
or network size.
At equilibrium, the congestion prices satisfy the following:
(
λl > 0, ũl = γ, or
(11)
λl = 0, ũl < γ.
In other words, only congestion prices of fully utilized interference
sets have strictly positive values. This corresponds to the KarushKuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions for the constraint (6) in the original
optimization problem, thereby guaranteeing optimality of the solution [32].
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C. Rate Allocation Protocol
The proposed media-aware multicast rate allocation protocol comprises two key components, as shown in Fig. 1: Link State Monitors (LSMs) at the MAC layer and Video Rate Controllers (VRCs)
at the application layer. The LSM at each wireless node maintains
updated congestion price information based on local observations
of link throughput and traffic rates. The VRC at the root of each
multicast tree is in charge of video rate update, whereas VRCs at
each intermediate node mainly generates per-hop acknowledgement
packets and caches accumulated congestion prices for its subtree.
Cross-layer information exchange between the LSMs and VRCs is
achieved by granting intermediate wireless nodes access to a set of
special video packet header fields, as listed in Table I.4
The LSM of each wireless node continuously tracks the throughput
and background traffic rates of its outgoing links. Upon relaying
of a video packet, it is allowed to read out the advertised video
rate Rs from the special header of traversing video packets. The
local congestion price λl is periodically updated based on the total
channel time utilization within local interference sets. The LSM also
periodically exchanges link state messages with neighboring nodes,
containing entries listed in Table II.
For delivery of non-scalable video streams, the VRC is needed
only at the root of each multicast tree. The convergence criterion
for the rate allocation process is that the calculated rate fluctuation
between consecutive allocations is smaller than the rate difference
between adjacent available rate points. At the same time, the received
accumulated congestion price should not exhibit an increasing or
decreasing trend. When the allocation has converged to the optimal
value Rs , the VRC chooses the quality level k of the next GOP such
s
that Rks ≤ Rs < Rk+1
, 1 ≤ k ≤ K. The actual bitstream switch
occurs later, when the first frame in the next GOP is transmitted.
Meanwhile, each VRC at an intermediate node keeps a local cache
of congestion prices reported by ACK packet headers from all its
children. It then reports the sum according to (10) as the accumulated
congestion price of its subtree in the ACK packet to its parent.
Note from Table I that the size of the video packet header is
constant, and can be easily accommodated by 5 bytes with sufficient
accuracy. On average, the protocol overhead introduced by additional
fields in the video packet header and ACK streams increases on the
order of O(S · P ), where S is the average number of multicast
sessions traversing each interference set and P is the average number
of links traversed by each multicast stream in each interference set.
While more frequent transmission of ACK packets facilitates faster
convergence, it also increases the protocol overhead. In this work, we
choose the acknowledgement frequency to be once per video frame
for a good balance between protocol overhead and convergence speed.
According to Table II, each entry in the link state message requires
6 bytes to ensure sufficient accuracy. Size of the link state message
is approximately proportional to the number of entries in the update,
hence proportional to the number of links the node is incident with.
On average, the overhead increases on the order of O(N · L), where
N is average number of nodes within each interference set, and L
is average number of links incident to each node. The frequency of
the link state message exchanges determines the tradeoff between
protocol overhead and its responsiveness. More frequent message
exchanges incur less delay in keeping the link utilization information
consistent among all neighboring nodes, at the cost of higher channel
time utilization.
4 This

paper focuses on the conceptual design of the rate allocation protocol.
In a real implementation, it is possible to map these special fields as extensions
of existing transport protocol headers, for instance, as supported by RTP [33]
header extensions.

Symbol

Content

Size

Range

s

Tree/Session ID

1 byte

0 – 255

Rs

Advertised Rate

2 bytes

0 – 65535×10−3 Mbps

Λs

Congestion Price

2 bytes

0 – 65535×10−2 MSE/Mbps2

TABLE I

F IELDS FOR CROSS - LAYER INFORMATION EXCHANGE IN THE VIDEO
PACKET HEADER .

Symbol

Content

Size

Range

l

Link ID

1 byte

0 – 255

Cl

Link Throughput

2 bytes

0 – 65535×10−3 Mbps

ul

Link Utilization

1 byte

0 – 255%

λl

Congestion Price

2 bytes

0 – 65535×10−3 MSE/Mbps2

TABLE II

E NTRIES IN THE LINK STATE MESSAGE .

V. R ATE A LLOCATION FOR S CALABLE S TREAMS
In a network containing wireless links with heterogeneous speeds,
it is preferable to allow rate adaptation at intermediate relay peers
inside each multicast tree. Otherwise the received video qualities
would be limited by the peer experiencing the slowest link. We adopt
the Scalable Video Coding (SVC) extension of the H.264/MPEG-4
AVC standard for this purpose [34] [35].

A. Rate Adaptation with SVC
Figure 3 illustrates the structure of an SVC stream with a GOP
length of 4 frames. The frames labeled T0 form the first temporal
layer; the frames labeled T1 and T2 form the second and the third
temporal layers respectively. Each frame is encoded into one baselayer picture and one enhancement-layer picture. Note that the baselayer pictures labeled with either T1 or T2 are predicted from the
enhancement-layer pictures of neighboring frames. This approach,
also known as Medium Granularity Scalability (MGS), provides a
balance between high coding efficiency of the base-layer pictures
and mismatch error control when the reference enhancement-layer
pictures are missing [35].
For a stream with M temporal layers, M + 1 rate points can be
attained by sequentially dropping enhancement-layer pictures based
on their temporal priorities. The first rate point corresponds to
streaming base-layer pictures only for all frames; the second rate
point includes also enhancement-layer pictures belonging to the first
temporal layer; and so on. The highest rate point includes both baselayer and enhancement-layer pictures for all frames. The RD tradeoff
achieved by this approach can be approximated by the parametric
model (2).

B. Optimization Objective
Similar as in the case of multicast of non-scalable video streams,
the goal of the rate allocation scheme is to minimize the total
video distortion of all participating peers without incurring excessive
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network utilization:
P
P
s s
s
min
s∈S
l∈T s wl D (Rl )
s

s
Rmin
,
s
Rmax ,

(12)

Fig. 4. Rate-PSNR tradeoff curves of the six test video sequences: City,
Crew, Downtown, Harbor, Ice and Terrace. The sequences have spatial
resolutions of 704 × 576 pixels and temporal frequencies at 30 frames
per second (fps). They are encoded into: (a) non-scalable streams by
x264 [36]; (b) scalable streams by SVC JSVM 8.8 [37]. Note that the
available rates for the non-scalable streams go beyond the range of the
graph shown in (a).

D. Rate Allocation Protocol

For delivery of scalable video streams, the LSMs follow exactly
the same proedures as in the case of multicast of non-scalable video
streams. On the other hand, video rates can be adapted on a per-hop
ũl < γ,
∀l ∈ L
(15)
basis along the multicast distrubtion tree. At the beginning of each
Rls ≤ Rls0 , l0 ⇒ l,
∀l ∈ L, ∀s ∈ S.
(16) GOP, each VRC informs subsequent children peers of the updated
RD parameters of the video stream via preamble packets. It records
In (12), the user-specified weighting factor is denoted by wls for the advertised rate of its parent upon receipt of a video packet and
each peer in each session, and allows greater flexibility for the extracts the value of accumulated congestion price Λ upon receipt
l
schem to accommodate users with different preferences or priorities. of an ACK packet from one of its children. The optimal rate Rs is
l
The constraints (13) and (14) bound the allocated rate within the then calculated according to (18) for each child peer. Same as in nonrange of each scalable video stream. The constraint (15) guards scalable video multicast, the convergence criterion is that fluctuation
against excessive total utilization within each interference set. The in the calculated rate between consecutive allocations is smaller than
constraint (16) states that the allocated rate for a peer cannot exceed the rate difference between adjacent available rate points without
the rate of its parent.
exhibiting an increasing or decreasing trend. Upon convergence of
allocation, the VRC then forwards video packets selectively to match
the allocated rate.
C. Distributed Solution
Similar to multicast of non-scalable video streams, overhead of
The optimal distributed solution can, again, achieved by iteratively the rate allocation scheme introduced by the additional video packet
updating local congestion prices while adapting the rate of each peer: header scales linearly with the average number of multicast trees and
network size, on the order of O(S · P ). The overhead introduced
λl (t) = max [λl (t − τ ) + κ(ũl − γ)Cl , 0]
(17) by link state message exchanges scales with network density and

q s s
s
s
s
s
s
w θ

network size, on the order of O(N · L).
, Rl,min
≤ Rl,opt
≤ Rl,max

Rl,opt = R0 +
Λl
s
s
s
s
(18)
,
Rl =
Rl,opt < Rl,min
Rl,min ,

VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS

Rs
s
s
,
Rl,opt
> Rl,max
l,max
A. Simulation Setup
s. t.

R >

Rs <

∀s ∈ S

(13)

∀s ∈ S

(14)

where the accumulated congestion price Λl accounts for contributions
for all links within the interference set of Link l:
P
0
0
l0 ∈Ll λl Cl
Λl =
.
(19)
Cl
In (17), the price update interval is τ and the price update scaling
factor is κ. Following the same intuition as in (7), the congestion price
update is proportional to instantaneous excess total utilization over
Ll and link throughput Cl . A temporarily over congested interference
set leads to increased value of λl , whereas temporarily under-utilized
interference set leads decreased value of λl . In (18), a higher video
rate is encouraged if the observed accumulated congestion price Λl
is low. Conversely, increase in congestion price Λl leads to reduced
video rate for all streams affecting the interference set Ll . The
allocated rate is further bounded by the minimum and the maximum
available rates of each stream, and by the rate allocated to the parent
s
s
s
s
peer: Rl,min
= Rmin
, Rl,max
= min[Rmax
, Rls0 ], for l0 ⇒ l.
As in the case of non-scalable video multicast, the proposed
distributed algorithm requires simple calculations for congestion
price update and video rate update. At each iteration step, the
computational complexity at each peer stays constant irrespective of
the number of participating multicast sessions or the network size.

We evaluate performance of the proposed media-aware multicast
rate allocation protocol in ns-2 [38] simulations over a small wireless network shown in Fig. 1. The transmission power and receiving
threshold of the nodes are adjusted to achieve a transmission range
of 55 m. Parameters of SIFS/DIFS/EIFS slot time, random backoff
window size and retry limits are chosen according to specifications of
the IEEE 802.11a standard [27]. The basic rate for header and control
packet transmissions is set to 6 Mbps, whereas the nominal link speed
for payload transmissions varies between 6 and 54 Mbps.5
Six standard-definition (SD) video sequences are considered for
streaming. The sequences have spatial resolutions of 704 × 576 pixels
and temporal frequencies of 30 frames per second (fps). For delivery
of non-scalable streams, the video sequences are encoded using
x264 [36], a fast implementation of the H.264/AVC standard [39].
The GOP length is 30 frames; the GOP structure is IBBPBBP...,
similar to that used in MPEG-2 streams. Different RD tradeoff points
are obtained by varying the quantization parameter (QP) from 20 to
49. For delivery of scalable streams, the test sequences are encoded
5 Note that the notion of link speed does not factor in MAC-layer overheads
such as random backoff and guard time slots between adjacent transmissions,
therefore is typically significantly lower than the effective link throughput
observed by the video stream.
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B. TFRC-based Heuristic Scheme
Performance of the media-aware rate allocation protocol is compared against a TFRC-based heuristic scheme. We further enhance
TFRC by introducing a virtual random-early-detection (RED) mechanism at the relay nodes. Such mechanism helps to avoid quality
degradation caused by actual packet losses due to queue overflow.
The relay node monitors its queue size, and calculates the probability
for randomly marking a packet as virtual loss according to the same
principles in RED queues [40]. Such virtual loss is marked in the the
1-bit ECN field in the IP packet header [41]. The receiver calculates
the average percentage of marked packets as virtual packet loss ratio
p and reports this information back to the sender via ACK packets.
For delivery of non-scalable video streams, each relay peer averages the measured round trip times Tls and virtual packet loss ratios
psl reported by all its children, before feeding back such information
to its parent:
(P
s
s
s
l0 :l ⇒ l0 p̃l0 , Nl > 0
(20)
p̃l =
s
pl ,
Nls = 0,
(P
s
s
l0 :l ⇒ l0 T̃l0 , Nl > 0
(21)
T̃ls =
Tls ,
Nls = 0,
where Nls indicate the number of children receiving Stream s from
the peer receiving over Link l. The allocated rate is then calculated
as a function of average end-to-end round-trip time T̃ s and virtual
packet loss ratio p̃s over the entire multicast tree [42]:
B
Rs = k √ ,
(22)
T̃ s p̃s
with scaling factor k and average packet size B.
For delivery of scalable video streams, the allocated rate is calculated on a per-hop basis as a function of the measured round trip
time Tls and virtual packet loss ratio psl over the connection between
each peer and its parent:
B
Rls = k s p s .
(23)
Tl pl
The rate is further constrained by the rate of the incoming stream,
i.e., the rate allocated to the parent peer, to ensure that Rls ≤ Rls0
for l0 ⇒ l.
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into scalable video streams using the SVC JSVM 8.8 reference
software [37]. Each frame is encoded into one base-layer picture
with QP of 36 and one enhancement-layer picture with QP of 30.
The GOP length is 32 frames, corresponding to 6 temporal layers
and 7 RD tradeoff points. Figure 4 shows the rate-PSNR tradeoff of
all six sequences for both non-scalable and scalable representations.
Note that the adoption of hierarchical B frames in the scalable streams
yields slightly higher coding efficiency than the non-scalable streams.
Encoded video frames (or base-layer and enhancement-layer pictures)
are further segmented into network packets with maximum size of
1500 bytes. Packet transmission intervals are evenly spread out within
each GOP to avoid unnecessary queuing delays due to intra-coded
frames.
All simulations presented in this paper adhere to the same set of
protocol parameter choices: the target utilization is γ = 85%; the
price update scaling factor is κ = 1.0 MSE/Mbps2 ; the price update
interval is τ = 10 ms. To balance between fast convergence and
protocol overhead, the video acknowledgment frequency is set as one
ACK per frame and the LSM message exchange interval is chosen
as 20 ms. The weight of importance is set as unity for all peers in all
multicast trees. The playout deadline for all video streams is chosen
as 1 second.
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Traces of estimated link capacities, accumulated congestion
prices, allocated video rates, corresponding video qualities, and packet
delivery delay. The City sequence streams over the first multicast tree
shown in Fig 1. The outgoing link speed of Peer 5 initially starts as
54 Mbps, and drops to 12 Mbps between time t = 10s to t = 30s. All
other links operate at 54 Mbps.
Fig. 5.

C. Allocation for Non-Scalable Streams
1) Single multicast tree: We first consider the simple case of a
single multicast session over the first 7-node multicast tree shown in
Fig. 1. All links are within the same interference set. Figure 5 shows
the traces of estimated link capacities, accumulated congestion price
Λs over the entire multicast tree, allocated video rates, corresponding
video qualities in PSNR, and end-to-end packet delivery delay
experienced by Peers 2 and 6. In this experiment, the outgoing link
speed of Peer 5 initially starts as 54 Mbps, then drops to 12 Mbps
between time t = 10s to t = 30s. All other links operate at 54 Mbps.
It can be observed that the congestion prices and the allocated video
rates quickly reach convergence both before and after the link speed
drop at Peer 5. During the period of low link speed at Peer 5,
the allocated rate and resulting video quality of the entire multicast
tree are reduced accordingly, as a consequence of the increased
accumulated congestion price. Since the proposed scheme mindfully
avoids network congestion by limiting the utilization within each
interference set, it can also leads to low packet delivery delays, well
below the latency requirement of 1 second.
Figure 6 compares the media-aware allocation against the TFRCbased heuristic scheme in terms of average video quality, measured
as PSNR of the average video distortion of all peers over the entire
multicast tree. As the outgoing link speed of Peer 5 varies from
6 Mbps to 54 Mbps, both schemes achieve similar results in that
they both try to maximize the allocated rate without overloading the
network. Since the TFRC-based heuristic allocation tends to fluctuate
over time, it results in a slightly lower average video quality than the
proposed media-aware scheme.
2) Multiple multicast trees: Next, we consider the scenario of two
video sequences streaming over two multicast trees respectively, as
depicted in Fig 1. The outgoing link speed of Peer 5 varies between
6 Mbps and 54 Mbps while all other links operate at 54 Mbps.
Figure 7 compares the media-aware allocation and the TFRC-based
heuristics scheme for three video sequence pairs. We compare the
allocated video rate and quality of each multicast tree, as well as
the average video quality for all peers. Note that the media-aware
allocation outperforms the TFRC-based heuristic scheme in terms of
the overall video quality, measured as PSNR of the average video
distortion of all peers in both trees. The performance gain is more
pronounced when there is greater heterogeneity in the wireless link
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the average video distortion of all peers. Two sequences stream over two
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varies from 6 Mbps to 54 Mbps while all other links operate at 54 Mbps.

speeds. When the outgoing link speed of Peer 5 is 6 Mbps, for
instance, the improvement in overall video quality ranges between
3.3 dB to 7.2 dB in PSNR.
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Fig. 9.

D. Allocation for Scalable Streams
1) Single multicast tree: When delivering a scalable video streams,
rate allocation for peers in the same tree can be different to accommodate heterogeneity in their link speeds. This is reflected in the traces in
Fig. 8. In this experiment, the outgoing link speed of Peer 5 initially
starts as 54 Mbps, then drops to 12 Mbps between time t = 10s to
t = 30s. All other links operate at 54 Mbps. It can be noted that
both congestion prices and allocated video rates rapidly convergence
within several seconds, both before and after the drop in link speed
at Peer 5. During the period when its link speed is at 12 Mbps, the
throughput of Links 5 → 6 and 5 → 8 are reduced accordingly.
Consequently, Peer 5 receives higher accumulated congestion prices
for both its children, hence the allocated rates for Peers 6 and 8 are
lower than allocations to other peers in the tree. Similar as in the case
of non-scalable video multicast, the proposed scheme also benefits
from proactive avoidance of congestion, hence is able to maintain
low packet delivery delays, well below the latency requirement of 1
second.
Figure 9 compares the media-aware allocation against the TFRCbased heuristic scheme in terms of the video quality received by
each peer. As the outgoing link speed of Peer 5 varies from 6 Mbps
to 54 Mbps, the media-aware scheme increases its allocation in
accordance with increase in the wireless link speed, consistently

allocating higher rates to peers receiving over faster links. In contrast,
the TFRC-based heuristics tends to allocate similar rates to all peers
within the network. When the two outgoing links of Peer 5 operate
at the lowest speed, the network only has sufficient resource to
accommodate the Harbor sequence at its lowest rate, therefore results
from both schemes coincide. On the other hand, when all links are
operating at the highest speed, fluctuations in the observed end-to-end
round trip times lead to network under-utilization for TFRC-based
heuristics. The media-aware scheme therefore achieves higher overall
video quality, measured in PSNR of the average video distortion of
all peers. The performance gain ranges between 0.1 dB to 1.9 dB
in PSNR for various video sequences and link speeds, as shown in
Fig. 10. Note also that the video quality from media-aware allocation
for most sequences tends to saturate at the maximum level of the
scalable stream, as the outgoing link speed of Peer 5 increases to
54 Mbps. The only exception is Harbor, which carries the most
demanding RD characteristics and a higher maximum rate than what
the network can support with all links operating at 54 Mbps.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of scalable multicast of scalable streams (SSSM), as
Fig. 11. Average video quality measured in PSNR of the average video

distortion of all peers. Two scalably-encoded video sequences stream over
two multicast trees as shown in Fig. 1. The outgoing link speed of Peer 5
varies from 6 Mbps to 54 Mbps, while all other links operate at 54 Mbps.

2) Multiple multicast trees: Similar observations hold for two
video sequences over two multicast trees. Figure 11 compares the
overall video quality for all peers in both multicast trees as achieved
by the media-aware scheme and by the TFRC-based heuristics. In
addition to adapting the allocated video rates to their respective
RD characteristics, the media-aware scheme also allocates higher
video rates for peers receiving over faster links. The TFRC-based
heuristics, in contrast, is oblivious to difference in individual link
speeds since the observed virtual packet loss ratios and round trip
times are affected by competitions in packet transmissions over all
neighboring links. As the outgoing link speed of Peer 5 increases
from 6 Mbps to 54 Mbps, the average video quality resulting from
the media-aware allocation increases accordingly. It outperforms the
TFRC-based heuristics by 0.7 - 1.3 dB in PSNR of average video
distortion across all peers.
E. Comparison of Scalable and Non-Scalable Multicast
Finally, we study the effect of scalable representation for video
multicast by comparing the results from the previous two subsections.
For completeness, our comparison also include additional results of
non-scalable multicast of scalable streams. The three alternatives are
summarized as follows:
• Scalable Stream, Scalable Multicast (SSSM): Multicast of scalable video streams encoded using the SVC JSVM 8.8 reference
software [37]. Rate adaptation is performed at each peer inside
each multicast tree, following (18). Simulation results are the
same as those presented in Subsection VI-D.
• Scalable Stream, Non-scalable Multicast (SSNM): Multicast of
scalable video streams encoded using the SVC JSVM 8.8
reference software [37]. Rate adaptation is performed at the root
peer only, following (8) for each entire multicast tree.
• Non-scalable Stream, Non-scalable Multicast (NSNM): Multicast of non-scalable video streams encoded using x264 [36],
a fast implementation of the H.264/AVC standard [39]. Rate
adaptation is performed at the root peer only, following (8) for
each entire multicast tree. Simulation results are the same as
those presented in Subsection VI-C.
Comparisons between SSSM and SSNM highlight the potential
benefit of scalable multicast from the additional flexibility of rate

well as non-scalable multicast of both scalable and non-scalable streams
(SSNM and NSNM) in terms of video quality of each peer. The Harbor
sequence streams over the first multicast tree shown in Fig. 1. The
outgoing link speed of Peer 5 varies from 6 Mbps to 54 Mbps, while
all other links operate at 54 Mbps.

adaptation inside each multicast tree. Performance difference between
SSNM and NSNM, on the other hand, can be attributed to the
different rate-distortion (RD) tradeoffs achieved by the two encoding
schemes.
1) Single multicast tree: We first compare the three alternatives
in the simple case of streaming the Harbor sequence over a single
multicast tree. Figure 12 plots the video quality of each peer against
the link speed of Peer 5. Comparing SSSM against SSNM, it can be
noted that scalable multicast tends to improve the video quality of
peers with higher link speeds, at the expense of lowering the video
quality of peers with lower link speeds. Such difference is more
obvious at intermediate link speeds of Peer 5. Overall, the NSNM
scheme achieves similar results as SSNM, with slightly lower video
qualities due to less efficient RD performance of the non-scalable
stream.
Figure 13 summarizes the comparison for simulations from all
six sequences. Contrasting SSSM against SSNM, it can be noted
that scalable multicast slightly improves the average video quality.
Due to limited rate and quality range of the scalable video streams,
the performance gains are only observable when streaming more
demanding sequences Crew and Harbor, or when the link speed of
Peer 5 is at 6 Mbps for City and Terrace. For the same reason, the
NSNM scheme benefits from a wider choice of available rates and
qualities from multiple non-scalable streams, therefore attains higher
average video quality when streaming the less demanding Downtown
and Ice sequences, or when supporting City and Terrace at higher link
speeds of Peer 5.
2) Multiple multicast trees: Figure 14 further compares the three
schemes for two video streams over two multicast trees. The benefit
of scalable multicast can be observed for two out of three sequence
pairs. The performance gain is more obvious at lower link speeds of
Peer 5. As the network becomes more loaded with two streams, the
benefits of both SSSM and SSNM over NSNM start to prevail. For
instance, the gain in overall video quality is up to 1.2 dB in PSNR, for
City vs. Downtown. In the case of Downtown vs. Crew, on the other
hand, NSNM still achieves a higher average video quality available
from a higher-quality version of the non-scalable streams.
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VII. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a unified framework for media-aware rate
allocation among multiple video multicast sessions sharing a
wireless network. For delivery of both scalable and non-scalable
video streams, the proposed scheme aims at minimizing the total
video distortion of all peers while limiting network utilization.
Our distributed solution leverages cross-layer information exchange
between MAC-layer link state monitors (LSMs) and applicationlayer video rate controllers (VRCs), to achieve fast convergence
at the optimal allocated video rates. The resulting allocation is
both media-aware and network-aware. Video streams with more
demanding rate-distortion (RD) characteristics tend to be allocated
higher rates. In scalable multicast, peers receiving over faster links
get higher rates than peers over slower links.
Performance of the proposed media-aware allocation is compared
against a heuristic scheme based on TCP-Friendly Rate Control
(TFRC), in simulations of standard-definition (SD) video streaming
over single or multiple multicast trees. For delivery of both scalable
and non-scalable streams, the media-aware allocation consistently
outperforms TFRC-based heuristics in terms of average video quality
of all peers. The additional flexibility of per-peer rate adaptation
in scalable multicast yields a further slight improvement in overall
video quality. On the other hand, the limited rate and quality range
of a scalable stream tends to limit the improved efficiency of
scalable multicast, when compared with non-scalable multicast of
non-scalable streams.
One main limitation of the proposed scheme is that it relies on
cooperative behavior from all participating multicast sessions to
achieve the desired rate allocation results. In reality, however, video
streams sharing a common wireless network may follow different
rate adaptation schemes, for instance based on TCP-friendly
allocation. It therefore remains an intriguing future research topic
to augment the design of the proposed media-aware rate allocation
scheme for coexistence with other TCP-based flows.
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